MIKE ASHEY PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS
KIT REVIEW OF THE TRUMPETER 1/350 SCALE
USS RANGER CV-4
All of Trumpeters 1/350 scale aircraft carriers have two piece hulls split at the water line as well as
multiple piece hanger decks and flight decks. This kit is a departure from that standard as it has a one
piece hull and a one piece flight deck and hanger deck. The 28 page instruction booklet is well
Illustrated and the color sheet provides port, starboard and top views of the Rangers dazzle pattern.
There are three sheets of brass photoetch which provide everything that the scale modeler will need,
including all the railings, inclined ladders and radars.
The kit’s sprues are well packaged and separated from the hull and decks by sturdy cardboard. There
are 11 sprues with some duplication and you will also have some extra parts that you can add to your
spare parts box. There are 15 aircraft supplied with the kit, 5 SBD’s, 5 Hellcats and 5 TBF’s, all of
which are the early gray, black and clear injection molded assemblies instead of all clear parts,
which are more difficult to assemble.
This kit review is not an in box review as Mike has removed all the main kit parts and taped them
together, which allows for a fit check, and how sub-assemblies fit together with each other. The
pictures and captions also have tips on working with some of the assembled parts.
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KIT NOTES
There are some thick sprue attachments on some of the hanger deck superstructure parts.
The long hanger deck superstructure parts (A-1 & A-10) positioning tabs need some trimming to get them to fit into their
corresponding holes.
The hanger deck roller doors are separate parts so that they can easily be trimmed to any length.
The small boats are well detailed.
The splinter shields are thin on most parts, but some are slightly thicker.
The island superstructure parts are connected to their respective trees at the upper edges of the splinter shields and they
must be carefully removed or the shields will be damaged.
The hanger deck has indentations for the elevators so that they will sit flush with the deck in the down position.
There are a lot of round mold punch out on the undersides of the flight deck catwalks that are 1/16 of an inch high and
will have to be carefully cut off and sanded smooth.
There are also mold punch outs on the inside walls of the hanger deck superstructure sides, but they can be sanded
smooth with a length of sandpaper wrapped around a length of balsa wood.
The underside of the flight deck has lots of girder detail which will add to the hanger decks detailed appearance.
The 6 smoke stacks can be rotated into their steaming positions or flight operations positions. The smoke stack flight
deck inserts will need to be glued into place for either position.
The 5”/38 open mounts are multiple assemblies and nicely detailed. They are much better than the open mounts on
Trumpeter’s Essex class carrier series. The barrels do have slide mold injection point attachments that will need to be
carefully removed.
The 40 MM guns are well detailed and the splinter shields are much thinner than on the Hobby Boss Alaska kit. There
are also no sprue attachment points on the barrels.
The 20mm guns are petite, and have no sprue attachments on the barrels. There are no 20mm ammo ready boxes, so after
market resin ones will need to be added.
The surface detail on all the superstructure sides is excellent and all the small parts and fittings also have
excellent surface detail. The anchors have separate stems so they can be positioned against the hull in their
correct positions.
There are seams where the catwalks meet the flight deck sides that will need to be covered with .030 inch half round as
filling, scraping and sanding these seams is very difficult.
The flight deck sits perfectly on top of the hanger deck superstructure sides.
There are three molded on stubs that will need to be removed from the forward area of the hull so that the forward 5”/38
gun platforms sit correctly. There is also a stub on the hanger deck superstructure where the island superstructure is
located that will also need to be removed.
Overall the kit goes together well. With that said, be sure to test fit all the parts as some of the locator tabs will need to
be trimmed for a proper fit.
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The instructions for the Ranger are typical for a Trumpeter ship kit. The instruction booklet is 28 pages
long and the assembly drawings are superb. As with any ship model you will have to deviate from the
instructions to properly assembly and paint the model and add the photoetch as you build up the kit

The tripod mast assembly is a bit tricky to assemble as the legs have shallow positioning tabs at the base of
each leg, but none for the tear dropped shaped tower platform.
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While the instructions call for the attachment of the photoetch railings and 20mm guns at this stage of
assembly, these parts are better attached after the painting is complete.

As with all Trumpeter ship kits the painting guide is superb.
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The kit has a one piece hanger deck and flight deck. The hull measures approximately 26.5 inches long
and the flight deck is 24&7/8 inches long. The side keels are also molded onto the hull, which is much
better than the separate ones, on the Alaska kit. The hanger deck has elevator wells so that the elevators
can be set flush with the deck.

The kit comes with the generic Trumpeter stand and anchor chain which has to be painted flat black.
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The wood deck detail is very petite and superbly molded. The arresting gear is supplied as photoetch. The
cut outs are for the 6 smoke stacks which can be rotated into the steaming position (vertical) or the flight
operations position (horizontal). The flight deck inserts will have to be glued into place for either option.
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SPRUE-A, SIDE-1
The long hanger deck superstructure sides are a bit flexible. The positioning tabs for these parts will need
some trimming to get them to fit correctly into their corresponding positioning holes.

SPRUE-A, SIDE-2
The backsides of the hanger deck superstructure sides have interior parts which provide support for both
positioning and strength. The are also mold punch outs which will need to be addressed.
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SPRUE-B, PART-1 SIDE –1
The flight deck overhang girder support framing is nicely molded with no flash. The flight deck elevators also have tabs so that they
will sit in the elevator track systems supplied with the kit.

SPRUE-B, PART-1, SIDE-2
The underside of the elevators also have girder support detail.
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SPRUE-B, PART-2, SIDE-1
The sprue tabs are connected to the tops of the splinter shields on the flight deck island.
Be careful when removing these parts as it is easy to damage the splinter shields.

SPRUE-B, PART-2, SIDE-2
Careful wet sanding will be required to remove the mold punch outs on the upper right part.
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SPRUE-C, SIDE –1
The splinter shields on the catwalk 20mm gun positions are well done and thin.

SPRUE-C, SIDE –2
The undersides of the flight deck catwalks have mold punch outs that are raised and in some cases are 1/16 of an inch above the
surface. These will have to be carefully cut off and the surfaces wet sanded, which is going to be a challenge without damaging the
support framing.
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SPRUE-D, SIDE-1
On some surfaces you can see tiny raised lines that are a result of the slide molding. These lines will need to be removed.

SPRUE-D, SIDE-2
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SPRUE-E, SIDE-1
The smaller mast and yardarm parts will need to be replaced with stiff brass wire so that rigging can be attached.

SPRUE-E SIDE-2
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SPRUE-F, SIDE-1 (3 of these are supplied with the kit)
There are injection stubs on the barrels of the 5”/38 mounts that will need to be removed very carefully or the
barrels will be damaged.

SPRUE-F, SIDE-2
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SPRUE-G, SIDE-1 (2 of these are supplied with the kit)

SPRUE-G, SIDE-2
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SPRUE-H
These parts can easily be removed and the sprue stubs removed without damaging the parts.

PHOTOETCH SHEET-A (2 of these are supplied with the kit)
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PHOTOETCH SHEET-B
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There are 5 of each of these aircraft supplied with the kit. These aircraft are much easier to
assemble than the clear ones.

DECAL SHEET
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There are 3 of these tabs that will need to be removed. Two are on the forward superstructure port and
starboard sides and one is on the starboard side just under the area where the island structure sits.

Trying to fill, scrape and sand the seam between the flight deck side and the catwalk will be very
difficult. The solution is to cover the seam with .030 inch half round.
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The hanger deck superstructure sides have an abundance of surface detail. The island superstructure is not
very big and it is not a complicated build.

The seam below the island can be filled, scraped and sanded smooth, but here again the seams between the
catwalks and the flight deck sides will have to be covered with .030 inch half round just like on the port side.
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